
MEMORANDUM      
New Mexico Office of the State Engineer 
Water Use and Conservation Bureau      
 
April 2, 2002 
 
To:  Brian Wilson, P.E., Water Use and Conservation Bureau Chief 
 
From:  Patrick J. Romero, Water Master I  
 
Subject: Tano Bonito Subdivision Plan, Santa Fe County 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Tano Bonito Subdivision proposal is a request to develop a 15.11-acre lot into a residential 
subdivision, which will include 6 single family lots. The lot is located North of the Santa Fe city 
limits, off Tierra de Tano Road, in Section 4 of T17N, R9E, and Section 33 of T18N, R9E 
N.M.P.M.. This proposal was reviewed pursuant to the Santa Fe County Land Development 
Regulations, and the New Mexico Subdivision Act. The developer proposes that water will be 
supplied to this development via six wells. 
 
The lot appears to be located in the basin fringe zone, but is very near the basin zone, as platted on 
the county land use reference map. The well log (from a well on the property) submitted indicates 
substantial water bearing formation (Santa Fe group) exists in the area. By definition (the saturated 
thickness consistently exceeds 200 feet), the lot should be considered as in the Basin Zone.     
 
The subdivider has submitted a “Geohydrologic Investigation”report, instead of a geohydrologic 
report, as required in Article VII, Section 6.4.2 of the Santa Fe County Land Development 
Regulations. The geohydrologic report by Dennis Cooper includes only a few well logs, and a well 
test. The well test done was insufficient, as not enough data was recorded to analyze the aquifer 
potential. No geologic cross-sections were provided, and the author did not calculate the amount of 
water available for this development in storage. The author also failed to provide a calculation of the 
drawdowns in the water table that would be caused by this development. The report did not include 
enough information to render any opinion regarding the quantity of water available to this 
development. 
 
The subdivider has utilized the Santa Fe County standard, 0.25 acre-feet per year per lot in 
quantifying his subdivision’s annual water requirements as per Article VII, Section 6.6. The 
subdivider has also specified water restrictions to ensure that his subdivision would not exceed the 
amount of water legally available from each 72-12-1 domestic well.  Restrictions on irrigated area 
are specified in the disclosure statement as well as the covenants to ensure that residents will not 
exceed the allowed amount. 
 
It is my conclusion that the subdivider has not demonstrated that sufficient water is available to meet 
the requirements of his development in accordance with the Santa Fe County Land Development 
Code.  A favorable opinion to this effect should be withheld. 
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